
Managing Update Conflicts in Bayou, 
a Weakly Connected Replicated Storage System 



Bayou 
  assumptions: 

–  read/write anywhere 
–  DB fully replicated 
–  disconnected operation 

  goals 
–  read anywhere/write anywhere 
–  weak connectivity 
–  eventual consistency 
–  app-specific conflict resolution 

  methods 
–  optimism 
–  anti-entropy sessions 
–  session semantics 
–  per-update dependency checks and merge procedures 
–  committed vs tentative updates 
–  security 



System Model 



Apps 

  Apps: 
–  Scheduler 

•  users can specify multiple possible meeting times 
–  Bib database 

•  collisions on bib entry labels 
•  duplicate entries 

  If: 
–  conflict detection far in future 

  Then: 
–  Need app-specific 

•  conflict detection 
•  resolution (merge procedures) 



Fun Stuff 
  Dependency Checks  

–  Better than version vectors because: 
•  read/write conflicts 
•  arbitrary, multi-item constraints 

–  Example 1: scheduler 
•  checks to see if the requested time filled 

–  Example 2: bank 
•  Need to transfer $100 from A to B. If app checked first and saw 

$150, traditional opt approach would be to check for $150 before 
committing 

•  Bayou can formalize real requirement, i.e., A >= $100 



A Complete Bayou Write 



Replica Consistency 

  Eventual consistency 
–  writes must be committed in same order everywhere 

  New writes tentative 
–  ordered by local server timestamp 
–  TS is mono-increasing: <TS, server ID> 
–  immediately applied! 

•  must have undo 
•  must have redo 

  Piecewise determinism: 
–  no dep on anything but replica contents. 



Write Stability 
Write is stable  when it has been executed for last time at 

that server. 

  How to determine stability? 
–  matrix clocks 
–  timestamps 
–  cheat 

  Primary commit 
–  one server responsible for final ordering of all updates 
–  ordering? 

•  not clear 
•  hopefully consistent w/ timestamp order, but maybe not if 

some servers disconnected 



Applying Sets of Writes 



Details 

  “O” vector  
–  TS’s of last tossed (‘omitted’) writes 
–  works because writes tossed in order 
–  writes from any server are propogated and committed in 

TS order 

  Two more vectors 
–  “C” : max TS’s of committed writes 
–  “F” : max TS’s of tentative writes 
–  used for anti-entropy, not conflict detection 



Database Org 

Can we toss 
committed writes? 



Access Control 

  We are: 
–  potentially disconnected 
–  and still need to make progress 

  Outline: 
–  public-key crypto 
–  both clients/servers have signed certificates for rights  
–  delegation certificates 
–  revocation 



Flexible Update Propagation for Weakly Consistent 
Replication 



Basic Anti-entropy 

  Servers assign accept-stamps 
–  provide total order for writes accepted by a server, and 
–  partial order “accept-order” over all writes  

  Anti-entropy 
–  one-way op between servers 
–  consists of propagation of writes 
–  write propagation constrained by accept-order 

•  helps maintain “prefix property” 
–  partner choice undefined 



Anti-Entropy 



Anti-Entropy W/ Commits 
commit sequence 

number 



Anti-Entropy W/ Commits and Truncation 



Extensions 

  Transportable media 
–  parameters CSN and V define minimum state receiver 

must have in order to use 

  Session guarantees 
–  writes must be “causally ordered” 

•  A precedes B iff A was already known to the server that 
received B from a client 

•  scalar logical clock 



Features enabled by specific anti-entropy design components 



Policy Choices 

  when to reconcile 
–  periodically, manual, system trigger 

  who to reconcile w/ 
–  network characteristics, up-to-dateness of replicas, 

truncations 

  how aggressively to truncate write log 
–  eh. 

  who to create new server from 
–  up-to-dateness, identifier length? 



Creation and Retirement Writes 

  Bayou server Si creates itself by sending creation 
write to another server Sk 
–  gives Si name <Tk,I, Sk> 
–  tells others of <Tk,I, Sk>’s existance 

  Disappearing servers issue “retirement writes” 

  What do we know if target of anti-entropy, SL, 
doesn’t have an entry for some server <Tk,I, 
Sk> ? 
–  either SL hasn’t heard of <Tk,I, Sk>, or knows that it is 

gone 
–  tell by looking SL.V[Sk] 



My Summary 

  Dynamite stuff 
–  flexibility on all levels 

–  lots of knobs to be tweaked 

  Downsides 

–  not at all clear that merge procs etc. that useful 

–  primary copy is a cop-out 


